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Multi-Dimensional Dynamics and Spatial Connections in 
Food Retail Markets in Thailand

Content of presentation:
1. Context of study
2. Researching agri-food value chain transformations and spaces of 

interaction in Thailand
3. Conceptualising spatial connectivity
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The ‘Supermarket 
Revolution’

• globalisation and 
transformation of food 
systems.

• processes of reorganising 
the production and 
distribution in food value 
chains (FVCs).

• (Discussed) increasing 
dominance of modern and 
formal FVCs over 
traditional, informal ones.



Studies of value chains – in relation to modernising 
agro-food systems

• Modernisation of agrifood systems and emergence of modern 
food retailers are argued to result in 

a) the organisation of actors and activities related to production 
and distribution into two distinct VC ‘filaments’ (‘modern’ and 
‘traditional’)

b) Sourcing-system modernisation and restructuring of VC 
management 

• Smallholder-based agriculture is often excluded from modern 
retail (due to compliance issues)
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Context of study - Thailand

• Thai retail market one of the most 
dynamic in Asia

• Diffusion of modern retail chains in 
Thailand

• Structural transformation –
urbanisation/increasing middle 
class

• But still big importance of 
smallholder-based agriculture 
(main income generating activity 
for a large part of the rural 
population)
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Researching agri-food value chain transformations and 
spaces of interaction in Thailand

Two phases of fieldwork:

1. January-February 2018

• Overview of VC structures and actors

• Importance of fresh fruit and 
vegetable products in both traditional 
and modern retail markets – selection 
of the value chains of onions and 
cabbage

2. May-October 2018

• Identification of key actors by 
‘snowballing’

• Interviews with key actors (open-
ended and semi-structured)

• Smallholder survey

• Observations
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Interviews - supermarkets
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No. interviews with 
supermarket actors 
(headquarters and 
branches):
10



Interviews - Traders
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No. interviews with traders:
• ‘Preferred traders’: 9
• Traders at wholesale market 

(national and provincial): 27
• Local traders (in production 

areas): 16
• Small traders/farmers: 21
• Brokers: 5



Interviews and survey - farmers
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Farmer group 
interviews: 8
Farmer survey: 
• Onion farmers: 50
• Cabbage farmers: 

53



‘Layers’ of traders:
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Onions:

Cabbages:



‘Layers’ of traders
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Spaces of interaction in the two types of value 
chains

• Supermarket-driven agri-food value chains do not evolve or operate 
separately from ‘traditional’ ones:

• similar food safety and quality requirements are transmitted upstream in 
both chain ‘types’ – supermarkets do not play a leading role ensuring 
compliance with specific product and process standards along the fresh agri-
food value chains

• Supermarkets tap into existing and highly coordinated layers of traders, 
ensuring local embeddedness
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• Distantly located urban wholesale traders and modern food retail 
outlets are dependent on and interconnected with similar traders 
embedded in local production arenas, who perform a pivotal role in:

• coordinating and monitoring compliance with product quality and process 
standards 

• providing a platform for product differentiation in retail markets
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Traders – ensuring local embeddedness



What does that mean in relation to transformation processes of 
food value chain?

• Product differentiation through ‘traditional’/existing structures

• Interconnectedness: farmers/producers it means that distantly located farmers 
are linked to urban markets via localised structures…
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Conceptualising spatial connectivity

Global value chain approach as a methodological device for understanding 
dynamics behind restructuring processes in food systems:

• Local and context-specific circumstances influence governance 
structures and mechanisms in agri-food value chains;

• Literature often argues that supermarkets are imposing high degrees 
of control in ‘parallel’/’modern’ filaments of value chains, which results 
in highly buyer-driven modern food value chains.

• This study shows that the modern retailers tap into ‘traditional’ or 
existing structures in order to ensure volumes and required quality.
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Conceptualising spatial connectivity

Global value chain approach as a methodological device for understanding 
dynamics behind restructuring processes in food systems (continued):

• Geographical spread of food production and distribution systems

• Organisational scope – linkages and interconnections between groups 
of actors engaged in agri-food VCs:

• Overall dynamics of production and distribution of agri-food products

• Sources of stability and change

• Impacts on local development
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Thank you!

Beyond the Supermarket 
Revolution Myopia - Traditional 
Markets and Sustainable 
Upgrading Opportunities in 
Domestic Food Value Chains

(in collaboration with Chiang Mai 
University, Thailand)

Incorporating environmental 
effects of value chain 
transformations; carbon footprint 
and waste management along the 
value chains.
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